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The most likely traits to improve the grain yield of temperate
cereals in water-limited environments are described. We
also describe the most effective selection method and
selection environment for each trait. Also, how to develop
appropriate lines or populations for use in trait validation
and breeding.

Grapevine responses to water stress are here addressed by
examining perturbations to physiological and molecular
processes at the root, shoot, leaf and berry levels. Long-distance
signalling among organs is also considered. Features observed in
different organs show that grapevine fits well as a complex
model plant for studies on plant drought avoidance/tolerance.

A water-wise plant uses water conservatively when it is scarce
but maximizes uptake when water is abundant. We explore the
possibility of plants that can change their phenotype in response
to water availability to maximise fitness and discuss the
relevance of such plasticity for land management under current
climate change.

Application of PRD and DI irrigation to anisohydric Shiraz
grapevines increased stomatal closure in response to high vapour
pressure deficit (VPD) making the vines behave in a more
isohydric-like manner.  Results suggest that application of
sustained moderate stress increased stomatal sensitivity to water
loss and/or VPD. 

Cover illustrations: (Left) Automatic rain-out shelter facility to investigate the value of traits for drought
tolerance in wheat, near Cootamundra, New South Wales. Photo: Dr John Kirkegaard (CSIRO). (Right) Water
management is an essential tool used by vineyard managers to optimize fruit quality and control canopy growth,
Adelaide Hills, South Australia. Photo: Dr Brian Loveys (CSIRO).
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The role of chemical and hydraulic signals in stomatal responses
under drought conditions was studied in two grapevine varieties
(Vitis vinifera L. cvv. Sabatiano and Mavrodafni). The greater
ability for drought adaptation might be attributed to the more
efficient control on stomatal closure. Differences in both leaf
ABA and xylem pH values might also contribute to the ability for
adaptation in the two varieties. 

Drought adaptation among contrasting sister lines was conferred
by increased root mass at depth and associated with cooler
canopy temperature, suggesting that the latter can be used as a
surrogate of root depth. A trade-off between deep rooting and
accumulation of water soluble stem carbohydrates was apparent.

A transcription factor gene, WXP1, was placed under the control
of CER6 promoter and introduced into a commercial white
clover cv. Patriot. Analyses of the transgenics under water-stress
and water-recovery conditions revealed that the white clover
plants carrying WXP1 had improved physiological performance
and enhanced tolerance to drought stress.

Wheat genotypes with different levels of stem solidness were
evaluated to assess the heritability and relationship among stem
morphological properties, stem water-soluble carbohydrates
(WSC) storage capacity and grain yield. An ideal plant ideotype
to maximise WSC reserves in order to improve yield under
water-limited conditions is proposed. 

PRI improves N nutrition and optimises N distribution in the
canopy of tomato plants. Both strong ABA-based root-to-shoot
chemical signalling and improved N nutrition and distribution
contribute to the higher WUE in PRI plants. PRI is superior to DI
in improving both water and nitrogen use efficiencies.




